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Chair Huizenga, Ranking Member Moore, and members of the Subcommittee on
Monetary Policy and Trade, thank you for inviting me to testify at this hearing on “Interest on
Reserves and the Fed’s Balance Sheet.” Because reserves are a very large part of the Fed’s
balance sheet, I will start with the balance sheet. I then consider the issue of the Fed paying
interest on these reserves.
Changes in the Fed’s Balance Sheet
The best way to understand what has happened to the Fed’s balance sheet in recent years
is to look at the actual balance sheet—the consolidated statement of assets and liabilities of all
Federal Reserve Banks. The table below gives two snap shots of the Fed’s balance sheet, one
taken in 2016 and the other in 2006.
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The table focusses on the Fed’s major assets and liabilities, lumping everything else into
“other liabilities” and “other assets” categories. The two points in time—the week ending May
11, 2016 and the corresponding week ending May 10, 2006—give before and after pictures of
the major changes in size and composition of the Fed’s balance sheet.
First note how the “size” of the balance sheet—measured by total assets—has expanded
enormously over these years—from $842 billion to $4,478 billion. The table shows the two
major reasons for the increase. First, currency (Federal Reserve notes) increased from $758
billion to $1,407 billion, or about a 6% average annual growth rate. There is nothing very
unusual about this increase in currency; the annual growth rate was in this range in prior decades.
The second reason is much more unusual: Securities held outright by the Fed jumped
from $760 billion to $4,234 billion as the Fed engaged in three bouts of large-scale purchases of
Treasury securities and mortgage-backed securities—actions commonly called “unconventional”
monetary policy or “quantitative easing”.2
To get the funds to purchase these securities, which increased by much more than the
increase in currency, the Fed credited banks with deposits on itself, and for this reason reserve
balances—the deposits that banks hold at the Fed—have exploded from only $14 billion to
$2,410 billion as shown in the table. This large increase in reserve balances is very important
because it is on these reserve balances that the Fed is paying interest today.
The following chart of reserve balances each week over this period provides some
important details about the increase and shows how unusual it has been.
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Another term is “credit easing” because the securities purchases or loans are in part aimed at
easing credit conditions in certain sectors, such as housing. I have also used the term
“mondustrial policy” because such sector- specific policies are a combination of monetary policy
and industrial policy. (See John B. Taylor “The Need to Return to a Monetary Framework,”
Business Economics, Vol 44, No 2, 2009, pp. 63-72.
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Reserve balances rose sharply at the times of QE1, QE2, and QE3 as the Fed ramped up
its securities purchases and financed them by creating reserve balances for the banks at the Fed,
effectively borrowing the funds from banks. Reserve balances tend to drift down after each of
these surges as currency creation continues its upward march and reduces the Fed’s need to
create reserve balances.
The increase in reserve balances began before the onset of quantitative easing when the
Fed set up liquidity facilities to provide lender of last resort loans during the panic in September
2008.3 However, the need for that liquidity support was temporary, and it dissipated soon after
the panic, as illustrated in the chart by the line for reserve balances “with liquidity support only.”
That line represents a path for reserves that could have occurred if none of the bouts of QE had
taken place. Clearly quantitative easing is the cause of the large amount of existing reserves.
Interest on Reserves
Such a large increase in the supply of reserves with no increase in the demand for
reserves has clear implications for market interest rates: The increase in supply would be
expected to drive down the federal funds rate, which is the rate banks charge each other for the
overnight use of the reserves. In fact, this is exactly what happened, as shown in the following
chart for the weeks in fall of 2008.
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The story that the policy of increasing reserves by large amounts started when the Fed’s interest
rate target hit zero is incorrect. The explosion of reserves started on September 17, 2008 when
the federal funds rate target was 2 percent. The Fed’s interest rate target declined from 2 percent
to near 0 percent over the following months.
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As the supply of reserves increased, the federal funds rate was driven down. This decline
in the interest rate preceded the later decisions of the Federal Open Market Committee to lower
the federal funds target during this period. Of course, with the supply of reserves now many
times greater than demand, the market interest rate would remain near zero, unless the Fed took
some other action, and this is where the policy of paying interest on reserves enters the picture.
In order to raise the short term interest rate when the supply of reserves is many times greater
than demand, the Fed has to pay an interest rate on reserves to the banks that is close to the Fed’s
objective for the short term interest rate. That way the banks will bid up the federal funds rate
(and other short term interest rates) as they see a profit opportunity in the difference between the
federal funds rate and the interest rate on reserves. The federal funds rate will thereby move up
close to the interest rate paid on reserves.
Recent events illustrate how this is supposed to work: When the Fed decided to raise the
short term interest rate by .25 percentage points at the Federal Open Market Committee meeting
in December 2015, it did so by raising the interest rate it pays on reserves (required and excess)
by .25 percentage points effective December 17, 2015. The effective daily federal funds rate
promptly moved up from .15 percent on December 16 to .37 percent on December 17. Looking
at monthly averages, the rate moved from .12 percent in November 2015 to .37 in April 2016.
This change is consistent with the Fed’s “Policy Normalization Principles and Plans” released in
September 2014 stating that “During normalization, the Federal Reserve intends to move the
federal funds rate into the target range set by the FOMC primarily by adjusting the interest rate it
pays on excess reserve balances.”4
The Financial Services Regulatory Relief Act of 2006 authorized the Fed to pay interest
on required reserves (the IORR rate) and also the interest rate on excess reserves (IOER rate) as
determined by the Board of Governors of the Fed. The original effective date was October 1,
2011, but that date was changed to October 1, 2008 by the Emergency Economic Stabilization
Act of 2008, so it was available to be used for the purposes described here.
The Road Ahead: Normalization
For many years, including during the period of good economic performance during the
Great Moderation of the 1980s and 1990s in the United States, the Fed did not pay interest on
reserves. The interest rate was determined by the supply and demand for reserves. Thus, there
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The federal funds rate deviated significantly below the interest rate on reserves in late 2008,
and, for this and other reasons, the Fed developed back up procedures including overnight
reverse repurchase agreements to help it control the federal funds rate. However, it appears thus
far that the increase in interest on reserves may have been enough to move the federal funds rate
as the Fed intended. In its “Policy Normalization Principles and Plans” the FOMC said that it
“will use an overnight reverse repurchase agreement facility only to the extent necessary [to help
control the federal funds rate] and will phase it out when it is no longer needed to help control
the federal funds rate.”
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was a direct connection between reserves supplied by the Fed and the interest rate. The short
term interest rate was market determined once the Fed set the amount of reserves.5
In contrast, under the current procedures the short term interest rate is not market
determined. Rather it is administered by the Fed as it makes its decision about what interest rate
it will pay on reserves. The interest rate on reserves can be moved around by the Fed largely
independently of the supply of reserves or the size of the balance sheet. The Fed could decide to
purchase securities or make loans to a certain sector and finance these by increasing reserve
balances, while not moving the interest rate at all or moving it in a countervailing direction.
For the reasons explained above, such a disconnect is unavoidable during the current
period of “normalization,” as the Fed calls it. The normalization period is essentially a transition
period between the discretionary era of zero interest rates with quantitative easing and a normal
period when the interest rate is determined in a more rule-like fashion as it was during the 1980s
and 1990s.
Getting back to a normal balance sheet will require that the Fed reduce its securities
holdings substantially, unless it waits the long time period required for currency growth to create
a normalization in which case the transition period will be so long it will seem permanent. In its
September 2014 “Policy Normalization Principles and Plans,” the FOMC said it “intends to
reduce the Federal Reserve's securities holdings in a gradual and predictable manner…,” a
statement which is an apparent reaction to the taper tantrum of the previous year when the Fed
was much less clear about its exit strategy. This is an improvement over previous vague
statements, such as that the Fed will keep “the size of the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet at a
high level for some time,” as stated in the FOMC Minutes from the January 27-28, 2009
meeting, but it could clarify the exit strategy more specifically. For example, the Fed could
indicate that it will sell securities in the open market at a pace determined by the increases in the
federal funds rate. I have suggested that the balance sheet be back to normal when the federal
funds rate hits 2%. In any case, after normalization, when the Fed is back to a normal interest
rate policy, the interest rate should be determined by the demand and supply of reserves in the
money market—in other words, by market forces.
The Road Ahead: After Normalization
As a long term policy, a disconnect between the short term interest rate and the supply of
reserves, the money supply or even the size of the balance sheet is a mistake. It enables the Fed
to be a multipurpose institution—helping one sector or another, taking on credit allocation,
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Milton Friedman recommended the payment of interest on required reserves. According to the
Fed’s statement “Interest on Required Balances and Excess Balances,” the interest rate on
required reserves is “intended to eliminate effectively the implicit tax that reserve requirements
used to impose on depository institutions,” which is in keeping with Friedman’s rationale. In
contrast, the interest rate on excess reserves, according to the Fed, “gives the Federal Reserve an
additional tool for the conduct of monetary policy.”
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assuming fiscal policy roles the constitution assigned to Congress—rather than the limited
purpose institution it was designed to be.
If the United States is to have a selective credit policy with inherent credit risks, it is
more appropriate for the Treasury or some other agency to take on the job with the approval of
the Congress with the purposes stated and debated. For the Fed to take on these responsibilities
raises questions about its independence and its operations, as it may be called on to do such
things as provide discretionary assistance to financial firms or to bolster the housing market or
even the student loan market. The success of monetary policy during the great moderation period
of long expansions and mild recessions was not due to a lot of discretion, but to following more
predictable policies and guidelines.
The disconnect would be conducive to more bouts of quantitative easing. There is a great
deal of uncertainty and disagreement about how effective quantitative easing has been, and it
may have been counterproductive. I studied the impact of the mortgage-backed securities
purchase program, which was part of QE1, in research with Johannes Stroebel; we found that the
purchases were largely ineffective in changing mortgage interest rate spreads once credit and
prepayment risks were taken into account. Others have found announcement effects of
quantitative easing on long term interest rates, but such studies cannot trace out reversals
following the announcements. Others have found that the effects are not lasting, unless
quantitative easing signals future short-term interest rate policy and thus long term rates through
the expectations model of the term structure.6
A simple comparison of 1-year versus 10-year US Treasury spreads does not show any
impact: The spread was 1.3% from 2003 to 2008 before quantitative easing and 2.4% from 2009
to 2013 during quantitative easing, so other factors must be controlled for. At the least, there
seems to be a wide consensus that the effect of quantitative easing has diminished over time.
And there are other problems. Quantitative easing is inherently discretionary rather than rule-like
and much research indicates that this feature detracts from good economic performance.7 An
administered rate can also distort price discovery in markets and prevent money markets from
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functioning normally.8 There are also international ramification as central banks tend to follow
others policies creating international impacts and currency fluctuations that can be destabilizing.9
Given all these considerations, it is promising that the FOMC says in its “Policy
Normalization Principles and Plans” that it “intends that the Federal Reserve will, in the longer
run, hold no more securities than necessary to implement monetary policy efficiently and
effectively, and that it will hold primarily Treasury securities, thereby minimizing the effect of
Federal Reserve holdings on the allocation of credit across sectors of the economy.”
Nevertheless, more specificity about the meaning of “efficiently”, “effectively” and “primarily”
is warranted. In my view, a statement that in the longer run the Fed will pay interest only on
required reserves and that the federal funds rate will be determined by the supply and demand for
reserves would help clarify the nature of monetary policy in the normal state following
normalization.
Conclusion
This review of the Fed’s balance sheet shows that the current high level of reserves is a
legacy of quantitative easing in the years from 2009 to 2014. Given that the supply of reserves is
now many times greater than the demand for reserves, the Fed now has no alternative other than
to pay interest on reserves as it carries out its normalization process.
However, as a long term matter, the size and composition of the balance sheet should be
consistent with the interest rate being market determined rather than administratively determined
by the Fed as it sets the interest rate on reserves. It is true—as the FOMC says—that paying
interest on excess reserves gives the Fed an additional tool. However, this tool enables the Fed to
be more like a discretionary multipurpose institution rather than the rule-like limited purpose
institution that has delivered good policy in the past and that can deliver good policy in the
future.
The transition, or normalization, period during which monetary policy returns to a more
normal state should be as short as possible, and, in my view, shorter than currently implied by
the Fed’s “Policy Normalization Principles and Plans.”
Thank you. I would be happy to answer your questions.
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